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The Kevin Case
Andreas Slätt &
the Family Karlsson-Dahlén

This is the story about how a completely normal family ended up center of attention in the
largest legal scandals of all time in Swedish history. On a summer day morning in 1998 the
four-year-old boy Kevin is found dead in the small town of Arvika. Even with no physical
evidence to back up the investigation, no witnesses and long interrogations with minors the
two brothers Christian and Robin, five and seven years old, are declared guilty.
The process took nearly 20 years before the case gets reviewed properly. Now the family, with
both Christian and Robin’s own words, tell their story about the legal scandal that had such a
fundamental impact on their lives. They have included the never-ending abuse from the
authorities and how the family experienced this long journey of living with shame and silence
up until they were proven innocent in 2018.

Rights sold:

Pages: 350

Sweden - Forum
English sample available

International Artwork by Sthlm Creators

About the author:
Andreas Slätt (born 1972) is an
entrepreneur and author of three sports
biographies. He has worked closely with
the family Karlsson-Dahlén during the
past years and took part in founding the
Kevin Board (Kevin Stiftelsen) along with
the family. The board, in memory of Kevin
known from the Kevin Case in 1998,
supports young people who are in
vulnerable situations in life. Andreas lives
outside of Karlstad with his family.

The Badger
Fredrik P. Winter
Every year on the night of November 6th, a serial killer
called the Badger breaks into the basement floor of his
chosen victim’s house. The victim is dragged into the
ground and vanishes without a trace.
One morning publisher Annika Granlund finds a
manuscript covered in dirt outside her office door. The
title of the script is I’m the Badger and it is a morbid
biography about a serial killer living underground.
Annika sees an opportunity to save her publishing
house, which is facing bankruptcy unless they’re able to
find a big bestseller soon. They decide to publish it even
though they know it will be controversial. Her
questionable decision leads her into a deep hole of
darkness, something she thought she had buried as a
kid.
Who is the Badger? Who wrote the book? And what
lurks beneath the ground?
The Badger is a psychological thriller with
supernatural elements. About the human psyche
that is so fragile when put under pressure.

Fredrik P. Winter was born in Trollhättan and now
lives in Gothenburg on the west coast in Sweden. He
is an acclaimed lawyer specializing in intellectual
property rights and a partner in his law firm. When
he’s not suited up and working as a lawyer he enjoys
the usual things as spending time with
family and friends, movies, traveling and
reading. He also has the more unusual
hobby of gliding and of course he spends
time on his passion for writing. He is a
lawyer at day and author at night.
Rights sold:
Germany: HarperCollins
Netherlands: AW Bruna
Sweden: LB Förlag
Pages: 364 pages (92 000 words)
English Sample & Storyline available
Full English translation available Nov 2020

FOG ISLAND

Rights sold:
Czech Republic: Albatros
Denmark: Gyldendal
Finland: Atena
Germany: Blanvalet
Lithuania: Obuolys
The Netherlands: AW Bruna
Norway: Gyldendal
Poland: Bukowy Las
Russia: EXMO
Sweden: Forum book 1 - 3
UK,Canada, Australia, Ireland:
Harper Collins HQ UK

Pages: 403, 505 and 500.
Complete English and German material available
FILM RIGHTS SOLD TO:
Good Eye Production

Top Listed in: Sweden, Finland, Germany,
Poland, Norway & Denmark
500 000 copies sold!

FOG ISLAND

Sofia Bauman has just taken her university exam and ended a troublesome relationship with a boyfriend when she
attends a lecture about a New Age movement called ViaTerra. She feels an instant attraction to the spiritual components
and to the leader Franz Oswald, who is young, good-looking, urbane, and mesmerizing. His message is that stress,
poisons in our food and a world out of balance are wrecking humanity. The movement has its headquarters on an island
off the Swedish west coast.
Sofia is offered a job there and stays. But when summer gives way to the dense fog that engulfs the island she begins to
wonder if she has been pulled into a cult. Oswald rules with an iron fist, an electrical fence has been raised around the
property and there are surveillance cameras everywhere. The road back to a normal life for Sofia slowly turns into a
nightmare. For no one has ever left ViaTerra.
SHADOW OF FOG ISLAND

Thanks to Sofia, Franz Oswald is in custody awaiting trial, but he seems neither worried nor remorseful. With the help of
his fashionable lawyer, Anna-Maria Callini, he spins a net that stretches far outside the prison walls, with but a single
purpose: revenge. When Sofia decides to speak out about the sect her life once again turns into a living nightmare. To
escape, she moves to San Francisco, yet Oswald´s network seems to stretch even over oceans. And in the wake of
Oswald´s final revenge remains the crucial question: Can one ever become totally free from a cult?
CHILDREN OF FOG ISLAND

Fifteen years has passed since Sofia Bauman escaped from ViaTerra a second time. Franz Oswald seems to have vanished
from the surface of earth and Sofia has a good life with her husband Benjamin and their daughter Julia. But Sofia´s
peaceful life comes to a halt when a hurricane savagely blasts the Swedish coast, leaving a wide swath of destruction. In
the wake of the storm, Oswald suddenly reappears in the public arena and takes advantage of the chaotic aftermath. He
has created an enormous global, internet-based network. Concurrently, he has instituted a camp for children of
prominent members of ViaTerra, including his own twin sons, where brainwashing, abuse and cover-up are a way of life.
Once again Sofia and Oswald´s paths meet as do their children´s in a ferocious cat-and-mouse game where only one can
come out on top.

MARIETTE LINDSTEIN
A STRONG VOICE COMING OUT OF THE
DARK. WRITING A NEW KIND OF
THRILLER, REACHING NERVES AND
INNER FEARS, WITH COURAGE TO
UNDRESS THE ABUSES OF POWER AND
ENTHRAL IN THE PROCESS.
”Fog Island is toplisted as on of the Best
recent crime and thrillers 2019”
The Guardian, UK
”One of our most deeply penetrating authors
psychologically.”
Magnus Utvik, svt

Winner of CrimeTime Specsaver’s Debutant Prize
For 25 years Mariette Lindstein was forbidden to write. Now, finally free after escaping from the
Church of Scientology, she is revolting against everything she was forbidden to do, beginning
with an amazing thriller trilogy.
MARIETTE LINDSTEIN was raised in Halmstad on the west coast of Sweden. From a young age she had a knack for
telling stories, ghost stories first then short novels that were published in teen magazines. By the time she
graduated high school she had her sights set on a career in journalism. These dreams evaporated when she was
drawn to the Church of Scientology at age 19. She was rapidly promoted and worked at the highest levels, directly
under Scientology leader David Miscavige. She managed to escape 2004 under dramatic circumstances.
It was American writer and Pulitzer
Prize winner Lawrence Wright who
convinced Mariette to speak out
about the abuses she experienced in
Scientology. And the idea of writing
suspense novel in a cult setting was
born. Mariette envisioned a book
that would reach a broad audience
and not only entertain but enlighten
people about the dangers of cults,
something inspired by her own
experience.

REQUIEM ON FOG ISLAND
Two years have passed since the charismatic
leader Franz Oswald sacrificed his own son to save
a young woman, Julia Frisk, which caused him to
suffer a stroke. The recovery has been slow and
painful but now he is back and more determined
than ever before. If only it wasn’t for the
unwanted emotions he is suffering from…
Julia is working as an editorial assistant at a
fashion magazine and is looking to move up. Then
her big chance shows up. The magazine wants an
interview with Franz Oswald – and he refuses to
do it with anyone else than Julia.
Everyone tells her not do go through with the
interview and see Franz. But once he mentions his
plans to return to Fog island and arrange an
experiment that he calls “Requiem” her curiosity
gets in the way. And as per usual when Franz
Oswald is involved everything spins out of
control…

New thriller to follow up
the international
bestselling series – with
over 300,000 books sold!

Rights sold:
Germany: Blanvalet
Poland: Bukowy Las
Sweden: Harper Collins Nordic

496 Pages
Part 5 coming in 2021 - The
Battle of Fog Island

WHITE CRYPT &
CRACKS IN THE EARTH
A NEW SENSATIONAL THRILLER Series
by the praised Mariette Lindstein
Alex and Dani are identical twins, inseparable since their parents abandoned them as
teenagers. In the year they turn twenty-two, Dani goes missing during midsummer night eve.
The search goes on for months without any clues about her disappearance.
When people in Alex’ life try to convince her to forget what happened, she cracks, has a
nervous breakdown, and spends a month catatonic in a mental hospital. When she is finally
released, there is a single thought in her mind: Find Dani.
To make a living while looking for her sister, Alex gets an employment at the storied dating
service Ash & Coal. That’s where she meets the successful and attractive psychologist Carl
Asher. Shortly afterwards strange things begin to occur. Why can she sense Dani’s presence
in one of the rooms at the office? Who is leaving mysterious letters in her apartment?
Alex begins to suspect that Dani has been kidnapped by a mysterious cult, but could that
really be true? People around Alex start to question her mental health: is it all in her
imagination? Suddenly, she finds herself in peril where all signs point to her becoming the
cult’s next target.
384 PAGES

The twins Alex and Dani are seeking to recover
after Dani was kidnapped by an elitist cult.
They leave Sweden and move to a house by the ocean in California. But,
starting a new life isn’t easy. Even though Dani has a newborn son, the
trauma from the violence that the cult put her through has left her cold and
hard to reach.
Meanwhile, Alex is repressing the horrific events and suffers from flashbacks.
In the midst of it all is Carl, Alex’s boss and lover, who is doing everything in
his power to protect them.
Then one day a mysterious and charismatic woman shows up in their lives.
She claims to be working for a charitable cause that Carl is passionate about.
Carl’s behavior begins to change. Their zone of comfort fades. A new
nightmare begins. The cult has a new target: Dani’s infant son.
Cracks in the Earth is the thrilling sequel to Mariette Lindstein’s acclaimed
cult thriller White Crypt
380 PAGES

”Make sure to remember White Crypt if you liked the Cult on Fog Island trilogy”
/Blekinge Läns Tidning

Thriller series about invisible cults, powerlessness and
manipulation - and about a sibling love greater than
everything else.

Rights sold:
Sweden - Forum
Poland - Bukowy Las
ENGLISH SAMPLE AVAILABLE

Gabriella Ullberg Westin
THE HUDIKSVALL MURDERS
Straight into the mind of a criminal and society’s coarse mesh net
Gabriella Ullberg Westin has placed her main
character, detective inspector Johan Rokka, to solve
crimes in her own hometown, the north coast city of
Hudiksvall.
With great insight about the psychology of crime, an
interest in the individual dilemmas that lead to crime
and a personal drive to create an intriguing puzzle for
the reader, Gabriella’s novels impress. Her passion is
to write about crime with a strong pathos for the
individual and society.
Gabriella studied criminology at the University of
Stockholm. Research is very important to her before
she begins writing. Her work takes form after
meetings and interviews with policemen with
different specialties, real criminals, psychologists and
prison officers. She has also studied fashion design in
Florence and combined her studies with modelling.
She is fluent in Italian and also holds a Bachelor of
Art in communication. Before becoming a full-time
crime novelist, she worked as Head of
Communications in one of the biggest Swedish
telecom companies.

”Competent police crime with a
well constructed plot”
- Lotta Olsson, DN

300 000 copies sold globally
English and German translations available

Bibliography
2020 - One Single Breath (Ett enda andetag), 300 p
2019 - The Traitor (Förrädaren), 330 p
2018 - The Butcher (Slaktaren) , 332 p
2017 - The Fixer (Fixaren) crime novel, 302 p
2016 – The Runner (Springpojken) crime novel, 398 p
2014 – Lone Girl (Ensamfjäril) crime novel, 384 p

Rights sold
Bulgaria: Era Publishing
Czech Republic: Computer Media
Finland: HarperCollins Nordic
Denmark: HarperCollins Nordic
Norway: HarperCollins Nordic
Sweden: HarperCollins Nordic
Germany: HarperCollins Germany

One Single Breath

The whole world is facing a deadly threat.
Johan Rokka and Janna Weissmann by the
police in Hudiksvall are the only two who can
stop it.

A woman who has been brutally beaten arrives at the
emergency room at the hospital in Hudiksvall. She
refuses to say who she is and what has happened. It will soon come to show that the abuse
isn’t the only thing causing the woman her pain and severe symptoms…
Rokka and Janna work together at the police station. Their relationship is cold after Rokka
finally gave up on the thought of them becoming something more than just colleagues. But
when Janna becomes a victim for several attacks - Rokka can no longer stay out of it. And
their lives are yet again intertwined emotionally.
Pretty soon they find a connection between the attacks on Janna and the patient with the
serious symptoms. A connection which traces reaches far away from the idyllic little town of
Hudiksvall.

Ullberg Westin’s main character Johan Rokka is the handsome and rough local
hero from the North. He has a criminal past and now works as a policeman. A
man that wakes desires and solves crime with a big heart.

INGER FRIMANSSON
The Swedish prize winning master of psychological thrillers
Inger Frimansson, a master of the psychological thriller, is back with a new breathtaking thriller for
her fans. She began her writing career as a journalist. Her first novel appeared in 1984, but her major
breakthrough came in 1998 with Good Night, My Darling, which won Best Swedish Crime Novel of the
Year, given by the Swedish Crime Writer Academy. The jury’s motivation: “A psychological thriller of
madness and revenge, which the reader cannot easily forget.” Inger Frimansson has been awarded
with the prestigious prize twice, the second time in 2005 for the sequel The Shadow in the Water.
Inger Frimansson has received a number of awards for her books, the latest in 2009 when The
Stronger (De starkare) won the Spårhunden prize for Best Youth Detective Novel of the Year from the
Swedish Crime Writer Academy (Svenska Deckarakademin). She has previously won Lilla Nobelpriset
(the Nobel Prize in Literature for Children) in 1963. In 2004, she was awarded The Oak Leaf from the
magazine Länstidningen. And in early 2008, her Good Night My Darling (God natt min älskade) won
gold in ForeWord Magazine's Book of the Year Awards 2007, in the category "Fiction - translated".
In Inger Frimansson’s thrillers no one is safe, not even the reader ….

Stockholm, 2005
The bird that lives in the house of Justine Dalvik, by
the shore of Mälaren, isn’t its usual self. Even the
man that she lives with is pulling away and
beginning to change; one day he disappears without
a trace. The anxiety staggers Justine. Her comfort
zone is threatened, and it doesn’t help that one of
the tormentors from her past suddenly shows up
again.
At the same time, the blind seventeen-year-old
Christa is trying to put up with her existence after
the inconceivably terrible episode that took her dad’s
life. Her mother has sold the house that Christa loved
and has forced them into a small little apartment in
the city. Christa desperately misses her old life. One
day Christa also goes missing and the only thing left
behind is a letter. Christa needs help. Quickly.
THE LONE BIRD is a stand-alone continuation to
the awarded books about Justine Dalvik: GOOD
NIGHT, MY DARLING (1998) and THE SHADOW
IN THE WATER (2005).
391 pages.
Rights sold
Sweden: Harper Collins

Rights sold earlier to:
Bulgaria: UNISCORP
China: New Star Press
Denmark: Politiken
Finland: Like
France: Éditions First
Germany: Random House/Btb
Japan: Shueisha
Latvia: Daugava
Netherlands: Ambo Anthos
Norway: Pirat Forlaget /Damm
Poland: Buchmann
Russia: Phantom
Sweden: Norstedts
Taiwan: Ace Publishing
USA: Pleasure Boat Studio

Forseti Series
Christina Erikson
A man stumbles into the police station
in Oskarshamn, covered in someone
else’s blood but with memory loss. Not
far from the station a corpse is found in
the woods. Elias Svensson and his
colleagues from the police office in
Stockholm are called in. They soon
discover connections to a health resort,
where clients range from the upper class
to the dregs of society.
Author Cornelia Lind is brought in to
assist the police while trying her best to
balance her chaotic private life. Her
expertise within the group is to catch
what the others miss.
The police will be reminded of the
repercussions that the misuse of power
can have on the people involved. Once
again, a mysterious someone assists
them in their chase.
This is part 3 in the FORSETI Series

This series has taken off during
summer 2020

Rights sold:
Sweden - Albert Bonnier Förlag
Norway - Goliat (Book 1 & 2)
Greece - Livanis (Book 1 & 2)

"Christina Erikson might just be one of the
strongest crime writers we have in the world of
suspenseful Scandi crime! The third book in this
series The Thirteenth Disciple is SPOT ON.
5 out of 5." - Deckartips, book blog

English sample Available
319 pages

Part 1 - The Rising Dark
DI Elias Svensson and his team of special investigators are
faced with a highly complex case. The perpetrator of several
brutal murders leaves no tangible evidence. The investigators
are convinced they know who the killer is, but gathering hard
evidence to secure a conviction seems impossible. The suspect
is highly intelligent, manipulative, cold and lacks remorse – in
short, he has all the markings of a psychopath. What could be
more dangerous?
No stone is left unturned in the hunt for the killer, and Elias
goes as far as bringing in help from the outside to shed light on
the suspect’s unique psychological profile and MO; author
Cornelia Lind. Cornelia has had personal experience of people
with antisocial behaviour and psychopathic tendencies, and
after writing the definitive text on the subject, she’s the perfect
resource for the police. But at what cost to herself and her
safety?
Part 2 - Lone Wolf
Early one September morning, a dismembered body is found by
a recycling centre in central Stockholm. When Detective
Inspector Elias Svensson begins to unravel the victim’s history,
he discovers a much larger, and darker story. It would seem
that vulnerable immigrant youths are being sexually exploited,
and someone is willing to kill to make sure that the truth is
never uncovered.
Meanwhile, the author Cornelia Lind, who we met in the first
book, is still fighting her ex-husband in court in a tangled child
custody case that is proving worse than she could have ever
imagined. She is also trying to assist the police with her unique
insights into the criminal mind.

Christina Erikson was raised in Småland, southern
Sweden, and now lives in Kungsör. Her debut crime
novel, Mother's Gift, was published in 2014 and since
then she has co-authored several books together with
Thomas Erikson.
The Rising Dark (2018), her breakthrough title in the
series featuring DI Elias Svensson, marks an exciting
new step for the author which have been really well
received by the readers and reviewers. All four books in
the series are published at Albert Bonnier Förlag.

THE SMÖGEN SERIES

Smögen - The setting for these thrilling stories is an old fishermen's island with salty
winds and cliffs. It is genuine. It is beautiful. But evil also appears in this paradise.
This is Midsomer Murders in Swedish but with a touch of relaxed surf feeling. The scenery is
exciting because the weather changes rapidly. The turquoise sea can quickly change into a
dangerous inferno for those who love the sea more than anything. The story is set back in time, a
history that in some way has an influence on the present, but with a strong connection to the
crimes.
In the first book in the series, The Man on the Beach, Dennis Wilhelmson needs some time off
from work as a policeman in Gothenburg, Sweden. He heads up to the island Smögen where he
grew up in order to process his recent life crisis. The summer, though, won't contain the calm and
harmony that he planned.
He gets to know police trainee Sandra Haraldson, a young, ambitious and very straightforward
girl. They will be the team to solve the mysterious disappearances and murders that take place.

This series has sold more than 300 000 copies!

ANNA IHRÉN
Anna Ihrén started
her own publishing
business and for two
years she has been on
her own, writing,
publishing and selling
her novels with great
success. She has signed
her books for
thousands amongst
the crawling lobsters
at fish auctions at the
famous Smögen quay
where sailing boats
and yachts from all
over the world gather
during summer, as well
as everywhere else where you find people enjoying their
vacation. Now, she has lifted a big burden from herself and works
with a great publisher to focus more on her writing. Her books
continue to sell tremendously well! Swedish readers outside of
Smögen have now met Anna Ihrén and they love it!

Bibliography:
2020 - The Master (Mästaren), 270 pages
2019 - The Mask Maker (Maskmakaren), 270 pages
2018 - The Night Watch (Nattvakten), 270 pages
2017 - The Lighthouse Keeper (Fyrvaktaren), 330 pages
2016 - The Duke of Herrings (Sillbaronen), 341 pages
2015 - The Ice Fisherman (Isfiskaren), 335 pages
2014 - The Beach Boy (Strandsittaren), 340 pages
Rights sold to:
Sweden: LB förlag and Word Audio
Germany: HarperCollins Germany
Available reading material:
Complete English on book 1
Storylines in English on all 4 titles
Complete German on book 1 & 2

THE SALT OF ANCIENT TEARS
BRY NJULF H AUG AN

Hun tør ikke å elske.
Han klarer ikke å forplikte seg.
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BRYNJU LF H AUGAN

TÅRER FRA EN TAPT TID

To menneskers skjebner avdekkes av deres
fascinasjon for et evighetssymbol fra
vikingtiden. Gjennom dette symbolet
avsløres et mysterium fra fortiden
som binder deres historie sammen:
De siste vikingene på Grønland,
som forsvant på brutalt vis.
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LOST VIKINGS AND MODERN HEROES
The Salt of Ancient Tears, is a high-concept story of romantic adventure and suspense. It’s a story that
addresses the growing awareness of #MeToo, while spotlighting strong female characters. The story features a
main character who takes control of her life, successfully brings down a wealthy sociopath, and emerges the
woman she has longed to be.
The story: In the early fifteenth century, the last Viking settlement on Greenland was subject to an
inexplicable catastrophe. The entire population of several thousand souls simply vanished, leaving behind
deserted homes and abandoned fields. One of history’s most intriguing mysteries, the fate of the Greenland
Norse has never been resolved. Until now.
Oslo, present day: Julia is a woman who cannot commit, and Magnus is a man who cannot choose; two
strangers going about their lives, alone, out of touch and out of place. Burdened by feelings they can’t
understand, Julia and Magnus struggle to chase away the shadowy memories that haunt their dreams. An
archaic Viking symbol, the Jörmungandr, a serpent biting its tail, leads each of them to enigmatic physician
Leonard Koll.
Using an unorthodox combination of acupuncture and hypnosis—the ancient Tibetan Wind in the Blood—
Leonard helps them to uncover a brutal past existence in medieval Norse Greenland, setting them on a course
to unravel the origins of their dark feelings. This cathartic experience ultimately proves to be fatefully linked
to present events as well as resolving the age-old mystery of Norse Greenland, and an undying love between
two star-crossed souls.
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Brian M. Talgo & Brynjulf Haugan

Exciting, entertaining and absorbing
A love story beyond the ordinary
Part 1 & 2 in the Trilogy now available!

Brian M. Talgo, an expat New Yorker, is a writer/translator in his spare time. His first novel, The
Beauregarde Affair, was published by PfoxChase in 2011; his writing has otherwise appeared in various
anthologies published both in Norway and abroad. Brian is also the lyricist/concept artist for the Norwegian
prog-rock collective Gentle Knife.
Brynjulf Haugan has worked as a naturopathic doctor for over twenty years. In 2004, he initiated a twoyear project in cooperation with Nordisk Film and NRK (The Norwegian Broadcasting Corporation)
researching and developing a historical/medical TV series entitled Mystical Mankind. In 2011, Brynjulf’s
short story Map of the Mummies won the Oslo Museum of Cultural History writing competition.
The Salt of Ancient Tears was recently translated and published in Norwegian as Tårer fra en tapt tid by Prego
Mobile. Since publication in October 2017, it has been generating considerable and growing interest.

Rights sold:
Czech Republic: Grada Publishing
Lithuania: Obuolys 3-bookdeal
Norway: Prego Mobile.
Pages: approx 350

Complete English material
available

EMMA ÅNGSTRÖM
A Wonderful Death is a psychological thriller
inspired by a true story about one evil man's
revenge to his own family.
Julia has the perfect life together with her husband Henrik and
their three children. Henrik is everything she ever dreamed of:
handsome, caring and a wonderful father.
One morning when Julia wakes up - Henrik is nowhere to be
found. She desperately searches for him and refuses to give up
even after the police investigation leads nowhere.
During her search Julia discovers things about Henrik that she
didn’t know. Who did she really marry? Slowly the image of a
different Henrik begins to grow within her. At the same time,
she realizes that she and the children are in danger.

Bibliography
2019: A Wonderful Death (En underbar död), 224 pages, thriller
2017: The Last Experiment (Det sista Experimentet) 229 pages, horror
2016: The Man in the Wall (Mannen mellan väggarna) 308 pages,
horror

EMMA ÅNGSTRÖM is an author, journalist,
song writer, lighting designer and architect.
She has a Master’s degree in architecture
from the Royal Technical University in
Stockholm and from Parsons in New York.
Emma Ångström says that she wants to
explore human motivations with exciting
writing. She serves up driven stories that
reveal something extra about relationships,
vulnerability, loneliness, grief, shifts in power,
and societal structures. Difficult subjects to be
sure, but that can be made more easily
accessible and possible to explore through
literature.
Publishers of previous books by Emma Ångström;
Sweden: Pirat
The Czech Rep: Argo
Germany: Arctis
Russia: Arkadya
UK: Bloodhound Books WER

International Co-Agents

Brazil - Vikings of Brazil
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Korea - Imprima
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